Love After Lockup (Series 4)
7x60’+1x120’(finale)
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Stairway to Heaven
Shawn finds out if Destinie is a catfish; Shavel breaks down before Quaylon’s release; Scott
prepares to spoil Lindsey; Tyrice clashes with his BFF over Chanda; Jessica and Maurice have a
sexy reunion; John proposes an instant wedding to Kristianna.

2. Bad At Being Good
Kristianna makes a life-changing decision; Scott searches for Lindsey; Tyrice faces off against his
disapproving family; a parole condition devastates Maurice; Quaylon reunites with Shavel and his
mother; Destinie catches Shawn in a shocking lie.

3. Date With Destinie
Quaylon is caught in the middle between his mom and Shavel; Tyrice dresses to the nines for
Chanda's release; Jessica struggles to find her place in Maurice's life in Compton; Scott demands
answers; Destinie reveals she has secrets of her own.

4. Liar Liar
Shawn meets Destinie's wild side in Sin City; Quaylon faces a grilling from Shavel's mother; a
desperate Maurice makes a risky move; John's news shocks his mother-in-law; a surprising phone
call spoils Tyrice's plans for Chanda's release.

5. Roses On The Bed
Destinie gets more than she bargained for at the furniture store; Heather prepares a sexy surprise
for fiancé Dylan's release; Shavel's extravagant gift for Quaylon enrages her family; Kristianna
battles her demons during an emotional reunion.

6. A Gamble In The Desert
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Shawn meets Destinie’s wild side in Sin City. Quaylon faces a grilling from Shavel’s mom. A
desperate Maurice makes a risky move. John’s news shocks his mother-in-law. A surprising
phone call spoils Tyrice’s plans for Chanda’s release.

7. Denied & Declined
Destinie gets more than she bargained for at the furniture store. Heather prepares a sexy surprise
for her fiancé Dylan’s release. Shavel’s extravagant gift for Quaylon enrages her family. Kristianna
battles her demons during an emotional reunion

8. Love Don’t Cost A Ring (Finale)
Shavel and Quaylon’s families clash at his welcome home party. Maurice faces Jessica’s parents.
Kristianna’s risky rendezvous threatens everything. Scott receives shocking news about Lindsey.
Destinie explodes after discovering a secret.
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